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Abstract: We used observational data and the results from a high-resolution numerical simulation
model to analyze the occurrence and development of an extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley,
Xinjiang, China on 26 June 2015. We analyzed the horizontal wavelength, period, speed, ducting,
energy propagation and feedback mechanism of inertial gravity waves. A low-level convergence line
was formed in the valley by the northerly and westerly winds as a result of Central Asian vortices
and the trumpet-shaped topography of the Ili Valley. There was sufficient water vapor in the valley
for the precipitation event to develop. A mesoscale vortex formed and developed on the low-level
convergence line and the rainfall was distributed either near the convergence line or the mesoscale
vortex. The low-level convergence line and the uplift caused by the terrain triggered convection,
and then the convection triggered waves at lower levels. The combination of ascending motion
induced by the lower level waves and the mesoscale vortex led to the development of convection,
causing the precipitation to intensify. When the convection moved eastward to Gongliu County,
it was coupled with the ascending phase of upper level waves, causing both the convection and
precipitation to intensify again. We applied spectral analysis methods to verify that the waves were
inertial gravity waves. The upper level inertial gravity waves propagated westward at a mean speed
of −12 m s−1 with periods of 73–179 min and horizontal wavelengths of 50–55 km. The lower level
inertial gravity waves propagated eastward at a mean speed of 8 m s−1 with periods of 73–200 min
and a horizontal wavelength of 85 km. The more (less) favorable waveguide conditions determined
whether the gravity waves persisted for a long (short) time and propagated for a longer (shorter)
distance. Based on the mesoscale Eliassen–Palm flux theory, the wave energy of inertial gravity waves
had an important effect on the maintenance and development of convection and precipitation by
affecting wind strength and wind divergence. Feedback was mainly through the meridional and
vertical transport of zonal momentum and the meridional transport of heat.
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1. Introduction

Xinjiang is located in an arid and semiarid region of northwestern China. Previous studies in this
region have focused on drought disasters and there has been little research on extreme precipitation
events, although rainstorms and floods often occur during the summer and can have serious impacts
on both the economy and peoples’ lives [1–3]. The characteristics of precipitation in Xinjiang are very
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different from the monsoon regions in eastern and southern China and show a strong locality and
variability. Research on precipitation in the arid and semiarid regions of northwestern China is clearly
lagging behind that in the monsoon regions of China [1]. Zhang and Deng [3] reported that heavy
precipitation in Xinjiang is confined to the windward slopes of mountains and mountainous regions,
such as the Ili Valley, which has some of the heaviest precipitation in Xinjiang. Further work is therefore
required into the mechanisms of precipitation in this area, especially extreme precipitation events.

Xinjiang forecasters generally agree that precipitation in the Ili Valley is greatly affected by the
topography. However, the role of topography is difficult in precipitation research and there are still a
number of uncertainties. Studies on the mechanisms of precipitation have shown that topography is
crucial in the movement of the air and it has important dynamic and thermal effects on the occurrence,
development, intensity and distribution of precipitation [4,5]. The dynamic effects of topography
include uplift due to blocking by mountains [6–9], which results in convergence and divergence that
affect the occurrence and development of precipitation. Even if the uplift caused by terrain-induced
convergence is mainly at low levels, it can also affect the mid- to high-level circulation via the release
of latent heat and therefore also affects the local mesoscale convection [10–16].

Many studies have shown that, under the background of an appropriate large-scale weather
system, meso- and micro-scale weather systems are the direct cause of heavy rain and that the
occurrence and development of such meso- and micro-scale weather systems are often related to the
topography. Wang et al. [17] found that the blocking effect of the mesoscale terrain can cause the
airflow to converge at low altitudes, causing the formation of mesoscale wind shear lines and mesoscale
vortices, accelerating ascending motion and leading to the development of mesoscale convection. Some
studies have found that a trumpet-shaped topography enhances ascending motion and the mesoscale
convergence line, increasing the likelihood of rainstorms [18,19]. The Ili Valley, which is surrounded
by mountains to the north, east and south and is open to the west, has a typical trumpet-shaped
topography (Figure 1). There have been a few cases studies and statistical analyses of the impact of the
topography of Ili Valley on precipitation [2,20,21], but these studies are not sufficiently detained. In
addition, the topographic effects are restricted by weather systems, so the mechanisms of the occurrence
and development of orographic precipitation in the Ili Valley, especially extreme precipitation events,
still require further research.

Gravity waves are an important mechanism affecting the occurrence and development of
precipitation. Gravity waves have the ability to organize belt-shaped precipitation, which directly
affects mesoscale rain belts and the intensity and distribution of precipitation [22–34]. Li [24] showed
that gravity waves can trigger rainstorms by affecting the organization of cumulus convection. Zhang
et al. [34] found that wet convection transports gravity wave energy downward and therefore enhances
convection. Fovell et al. [23] found that the formation of convection cells in front of the squall line
is related to the gravity waves caused by latent heat. Su and Zhai [30] found that the gravity waves
generated by previous convection propagate to the convergence line, after which convection is triggered
at the intersection. One case study has suggested the existence of gravity waves during heavy rain in
Xinjiang [35], but the process by which gravity waves affect extreme precipitation events in Xinjiang is
still unclear.

Mesoscale inertial gravity waves have a horizontal wavelength of 50–500 km and a period of
0.5–4 h [31,36,37]. Since the range of the inertial gravity wave spectrum is broad, the observational
techniques (e.g., satellite, radar and radiosonde) can only capture part of the wave information [38].
Numerical simulations can provide a higher spatial and temporal resolution that better represents
the characteristics of inertial gravity waves than observational data and they are therefore important
tools for studying their characteristics and development [30,35,38,39]. Spectral analysis is an important
tool. Fourier analysis is often used to analyze atmospheric waves to detect the various types of waves
present [34,40,41]. Fourier analysis can be used to decompose the total energy of the time series into
components at different frequencies and then diagnose the main period of the sequence based on the
contribution of waves with different frequencies [38,39,42–46]. The cross-spectrum method based
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on Fourier analysis can be used to analyze the correlation and phase difference of two stationary
sequences (such as two physical quantities) in the frequency domain. Based on the polarization theory
of inertial gravity waves [47–49], cross-spectrum analysis can be used to identify and analyze inertial
gravity waves. However, as Fourier analysis uses a global transform, the specific spatiotemporal
information of these frequency signals cannot be determined. To overcome this shortcoming, wavelet
analysis has been developed and applied to the analysis of the Earth’s atmosphere [46,50–54]. Wavelet
cross-spectrum analysis is based on the wavelet transform, which can be used to study the correlation
and phase difference between two time series in the time–frequency domain [48,55,56]. In addition,
Lomb–Scargle analysis is a powerful technique to compute periodicity of unequally spaced data [57–59].
Since it can allow the gap in the time series data, this method has been used to analyze gravity waves
in some studies [60,61].Atmosphere 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 26 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Model domains. The shading denotes the topography (units: m) and the red star shows 
the location of the Ili Valley. (b) Six-hour accumulated precipitation (shaded, units: mm) from 17:00 
UTC to 22:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 based on APCP observational data. The gray shading shows the 
elevation of the terrain above 3 km. (c) Precipitation from Gongliu national surface weather station 
(solid line) and the regional average precipitation in the Gongliu representative area from the WRF 
simulation data (dotted line) from 12:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 to 02:00 UTC on 27 June 2015. 
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the forcing of waves by the mean flow (the wave activity relation) and the feedback to the mean 

Figure 1. (a) Model domains. The shading denotes the topography (units: m) and the red star shows
the location of the Ili Valley. (b) Six-hour accumulated precipitation (shaded, units: mm) from 17:00
UTC to 22:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 based on APCP observational data. The gray shading shows the
elevation of the terrain above 3 km. (c) Precipitation from Gongliu national surface weather station
(solid line) and the regional average precipitation in the Gongliu representative area from the WRF
simulation data (dotted line) from 12:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 to 02:00 UTC on 27 June 2015.

Wave flow interaction is an important area of research in atmospheric dynamics and includes the
forcing of waves by the mean flow (the wave activity relation) and the feedback to the mean flow from
the waves (the Eliassen–Palm flux theory). The Eliassen–Palm flux was first proposed in 1961 [62]
and is one of the most basic tools for studying the interaction between small-amplitude waves and
the mean flow. It can separate the disturbance in the equation from the mean flow and describes the
influence of the disturbed momentum flux and the disturbed heat flux on the mean flow. There has
been much research on Eliassen–Palm flux theory [63–80] and previous studies have shown that the
large-scale Eliassen–Palm flux is parallel to the group velocity of Rossby waves. When other conditions
remain unchanged, the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence can accelerate the mean westerly wind, whereas
Eliassen–Palm flux convergence can weaken it.
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This theory can explain some important weather phenomena and is therefore widely used in
weather analysis [81–83], though it is mainly concentrated on large-scale systems. However, there
are relatively few theoretical studies at the mesoscale. Liu et al. [84] derived an Eliassen–Palm flux
suitable for meso- and micro-scale weather systems and verified that the flux is parallel to the group
velocity of inertial gravity waves. In another word, the Eliassen–Palm flux can indicate the direction of
propagation of inertial gravity wave energy. We can therefore study the energy propagation of inertial
gravity waves and the feedback mechanisms between inertial gravity waves and the mean flow of
extreme precipitation events.

More than 24 mm of precipitation fell in the Ili Valley on 26 June 2015, reaching more than 40
mm in some areas. The 24-h rainfall in Gongliu County was 94.8 mm and the total rainfall reached
104 mm, exceeding the local historical extremes. This is definitely an extreme precipitation event.
The mechanisms of this extreme precipitation event are unclear and the relationship between the
topography, convection and gravity waves in the Ili Valley and their role in this event remain undefined.
We focus here on an analysis of their interactions and their roles in this extreme precipitation event.

2. Case Overview

Figure 1a shows the distribution of topography in the focused region, with the red star marking
the center of the Ili Valley. The Ili Valley is located in the northwestern corner of Xinjiang, China and is a
triangular area surrounded on three sides by mountains, with an opening to the west, leading to a typical
trumpet-shaped topography. The distribution of the six-hour cumulative precipitation was based on a
merged precipitation product from the China Meteorological Administration (Figure 1b, Available
at http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SEVP_CLI_CHN_MERGE_CMP_PRE_HOUR_GRID_
0.10.html) [85]. Precipitation was mainly distributed in the center of the Ili Valley, with a maximum
cumulative precipitation >50 mm. Precipitation data from an automatic weather station in Gongliu
County (Figure 1c) show that the precipitation mainly occurred from 17:00 UTC on 26 June to 00:00
UTC on 27 June 2015, with heavy rain starting at 17:00 UTC on 26 June. The one-hour cumulative
precipitation reached nearly 20 mm at 19:00 UTC on 26 June. This extreme precipitation event therefore
had a strong intensity, concentrated period of rainfall and strong locality.

Favorable large-scale conditions are required for an extreme precipitation event to occur. We used
ERA-Interim reanalysis data [86] from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and a time interval of six hours to analyze the
background circulation at 12:00 UTC on 26 June 2015. The mid-latitude circulation at 500 hPa (Figure 2a)
presented two ridges and one trough—that is, there was a Central Asian vortex in Kazakhstan and
the Tarim Basin, with a high pressure ridge on either side of the vortices. As a result of this favorable
circulation [87,88], the two Central Asian vortices were stable and slow-moving, affecting the weather
in the Ili Valley over a long period of time. The Ili Valley was mainly controlled by southeasterly winds
on the northern side of the Central Asian vortex in the Tarim Basin. There were also two vortices at
700 hPa (Figure 2b), the centers of which corresponded to the positions of the Central Asian vortices at
500 hPa. The Ili Valley was therefore mainly controlled by westerly winds, which converged with a
northerly wind flow in the northern Ili Valley.

The specific humidity at 850 hPa (Figure 2b) shows that, except for the area south of 36◦ N, the
distribution of water vapor was closely related to the vortices and the topography of the Ili Valley. The
specific humidity in the Ili Valley was up to 12 g kg−1, indicating that there was sufficient water vapor
in the valley. The westerly winds transported water vapor into the valley through the western opening
of the trumpet-shaped topography of the Ili Valley. Water vapor accumulated in the valley as a result
of blocking by the mountains surrounding the valley. The circulation at 18:00 UTC on June 26 was the
same as that at 12:00 UTC (not shown).

http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SEVP_CLI_CHN_MERGE_CMP_PRE_HOUR_GRID_0.10.html
http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SEVP_CLI_CHN_MERGE_CMP_PRE_HOUR_GRID_0.10.html
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Figure 2. ECMWF ERA-Interim global atmospheric reanalysis data at 12:00 UTC on 26 June 2015showing
the geopotential height (solid lines, units: gpm) and wind bars (units: m s−1) at (a) 500 hPa and (b) 700
hPa and the specific humidity (shaded, units: g kg−1) at 850 hPa. The location of the center of the Ili
Valley is indicated by the red dot marked IV. The locations of the Central Asian vortices are indicated
by the letter D. KZ, Kazakhstan; TB, Tarim Basin.

The terrain in Xinjiang is complex and routine observations are both scarce and unevenly
distributed. It is therefore difficult to capture the characteristics and evolution of meso- and micro-scale
weather systems using routine observations. By contrast, satellite observations are a powerful tool
for analyzing meso- and micro-scale weather systems in this area. We used the FY-2F hourly black
body temperature data (spatial resolution 0.1◦ × 0.1◦, time interval one hour) provided by the China
Meteorological Administration (Available at http://data.cma.cn/data/detail/dataCode/SK.0483.001.html)
to analyze the activity and evolution of the mesoscale weather system related to this extreme
precipitation event.

Several banded convective cells with a southwest–northeast orientation began to develop near
the Ili Valley on its northern side at 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 (Figure 3a). These convection cells
showed a wave-like cluster, and there was weaker convection in the Ili Valley itself. The intensity
of the band of convective cells weakened slightly at 16:00 UTC (Figure 3b), but showed a clearer
wave-like structure. There was still a clear wave-like convective structure in the Ili Valley and on
its northern side at 18:00 UTC (Figure 3c), and the intensity of the banded convective cells in the Ili
Valley increased significantly; the observational data show heavy rain in the Ili Valley at this time. The
intensity of the banded convective cells on the northern side of the Ili Valley continued to weaken
at 19:00 UTC (Figure 3d), whereas the banded convective cells in the Ili Valley were maintained and
slightly strengthened, affecting the amount of precipitation. There was a wave-like structure—namely,
banded convective cells—over the Ili Valley during this precipitation process. Previous studies [39,40]
have shown that this extreme precipitation event was probably affected by waves. However, the
satellite data cannot describe the complete characteristics of the waves, nor can they investigate how
the waves were maintained and developed, or their effect on precipitation in the Ili Valley.

http://data.cma.cn/data/detail/dataCode/SK.0483.001.html
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Figure 3. Hourly changes in the black body temperature data from the FY-2F satellite (shaded, units:
◦C) at (a) 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, (b) 16:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, (c) 18:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 and
(d) 19:00 UTC on 26 June 2015. The location of the center of the Ili Valley is indicated by the black dot
(marked IV).

3. Model Simulation

3.1. Model Configuration

It is difficult to capture the meso- and micro-scale weather systems, especially waves, for this
extreme precipitation event using observational data due to the high intensity of precipitation, the
concentrated period of rainfall and the strong locality. As a result, the mechanisms of the occurrence
and development of precipitation cannot be analyzed well. We therefore carried out high-resolution
numerical analysis using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to simulate this extreme
precipitation event in the Ili Valley.

The model was initialized at 12:00 UTC on 26 June 2016 using the initial and lateral boundary
conditions from the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset [86] with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ ×
0.25◦ and a time interval of six hours. The simulations used a two-way nested grid setup with two
domains (Figure 1). The grid spacing in the outer domain (Dom1) was 12 km and that in the inner
domain (Dom2) was 4 km. The vertical grid contained 51 layers with the model top set at 100 hPa. The
adapted physical parameterizations are the Morrison two-moment microphysics scheme [89] and the
ACM2 planetary boundary layer scheme [90]. According to previous studies [30,39], the Kain–Fritsch
(new Eta) convection parameterization [91] was applied in the 12 km mesh outer domain, but not in
the 4 km mesh inner domain.

3.2. Evaluation of the Simulation

The simulation reproduced the location of the extreme precipitation in the center of the Ili
Valley (Figure 4a, black frame) as slightly offset westward by about 0.2◦ latitude from the observed
six-hour cumulative precipitation data (Figure 1b). The shape and extent of the center of the simulated
precipitation were consistent with the observations, reproducing the center of extreme precipitation
with an east–west orientation in the center of the Ili Valley and an area of relatively heavy rain with a
north–south orientation in the northern Ili Valley. The intensity of the simulated precipitation in the
study area was also consistent with the observations, especially the maximum intensity of >50 mm,
though the intensity of precipitation in the northern Ili Valley was slightly stronger than the observed
intensity. These results show that the simulation can generally reproduce the distribution, shape,
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extent and intensity of the extreme precipitation event. The intensity of the simulated precipitation
near the Northern Tianshan mountains (Figure 4a, red frame), outside the study area, is stronger than
the intensity in the observations. This may be due to the sparse number of observations in this area,
which makes it difficult to reflect heavy precipitation. However, the precipitation near the Northern
Tianshan mountains is not relevant to the extreme precipitation event studied here and is not the focus
of this paper.Atmosphere 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 26 
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Figure 4. (a) Six-hour accumulated precipitation (color-shaded, units: mm) from 17:00 UTC to 22:00
UTC on 26 June 2015 simulated by the WRF model. The gray shading shows the elevation of the terrain
above 3 km. (b) Regional average precipitation near Gongliu County from the APCP observational
data (solid line, units: mm) and the WRF simulation data (dotted line, units: mm) from 12:00 UTC to
20:00 UTC on 26 June 2015. (c) Observed and (d) simulated sounding at 00:00 UTC on 27 June 2015,
where the thick solid line is the ambient temperature and the thin solid line is the environmental dew
point temperature.

We compared the change in the observed regional average precipitation (i.e., the regional average
precipitation in the black frame in Figure 1b, Pobs) with the simulated regional average precipitation (i.e.,
the regional average precipitation in the black frame in Figure 4a, Psim) over time (Figure 4b). Although
Psim is slightly higher than Pobs, the overall trends of Psim and Pobs are consistent, including the three
peak values (at 13:00, 16:00 and 19:00 UTC) and the two valley values (14:00 and 17:00 UTC), indicating
that the simulation can generally reproduce the entire extreme precipitation process in this study
area. We focused on the center of extreme precipitation in Gongliu County. As the simulated center
of precipitation is slightly offset westward and northward from the observed center, we examined
the simulated precipitation in Gongliu County (Gsim) using the regional average precipitation of a
small area lying to the west and north (43.5–43.6◦ N, 81.9–82.0◦ E). A comparison of Gsim with the
observed precipitation from the automatic weather station in Gongliu County (43.47◦ N, 82.23◦ E)
(Figure 1c) showed that the simulation reproduced the change in extreme precipitation in Gongliu
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County, especially the peak of precipitation, further confirming that the simulation was able to capture
the process of extreme precipitation.

We further examined the observed and simulated atmospheric conditions. Figure 4c,d show
the skewed T–logP diagram at Yining sounding station (the only sounding station in the Ili Valley;
43.95◦ N, 81.33◦ E) from the observations and the simulation at 00:00 UTC on 27 June 2015, which
suggests a similar pattern in the two datasets. The atmosphere was almost saturated below 450 hPa
and relatively humid from 450 to 225 hPa, but relatively dry above 225 hPa. In terms of the wind field,
although the simulated low-level westerly winds developed at a higher level, the simulation accurately
characterized the wind field distribution of the low-level westerly winds, the mid-level easterly winds
and the high-level southwesterly winds at Yining station, with simulated wind speeds close to the
observations. This analysis shows that the simulation can capture the stratification and wind field of
this extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley.

This evaluation shows that the model can reproduce the precipitation process, stratification and
wind field conditions during the extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley and that the errors are
within an acceptable range. It is therefore reasonable to investigate the mechanisms of the extreme
precipitation event in the Ili Valley further using this simulation (for further evaluation, see Huang et
al. [20]).

4. Mechanisms of the Extreme Precipitation Event

4.1. Spatiotemporal Evolution of Low-Level Systems

The WRF simulation can be used to observe the spatial and temporal evolution of the low-level
mesoscale systems in the Ili Valley in more detail. A strong northerly wind entered the Ili Valley from a
terrain gap in the middle of the Northern Tianshan mountains at 14:00 UTC on 26 June (Figure 5a). This
northerly wind then converged with the westerly wind in the valley, forming a mesoscale convergence
line in the center of the valley (80.2–84.0◦ N along the black line AB). Precipitation occurred near the
center of the valley (43.3◦ N, 80.5◦ N) and the maximum rainfall exceeded 12 mm. The northerly wind
in the northern Ili Valley then turned to an easterly wind at 15:00 UTC (Figure 5b). The convergence
line was maintained in the center of the valley and the center of precipitation moved slightly eastward.

A mesoscale vortex located (43.7◦ N, 81.0–82.2◦E) developed on the convergence line in the center
of the valley at 17:30–18:30 UTC (Figure 5c,d). The center of precipitation was located near the center
of the mesoscale vortex with a maximum rainfall >24 mm, indicating that the mesoscale vortex was
essential in the formation of the extreme precipitation event. The northwesterly and easterly winds
formed a convergence line with a northwest–southeast orientation on the northwestern side of the
mesoscale vortex. A new mesoscale vortex developed on the convergence line in the northwestern Ili
Valley at 20:00 UTC (Figure 5e). The maximum rainfall was still in the center of the valley, but the
intensity weakened to 18 mm. The new mesoscale vortex strengthened and moved northeastward
at 22:00 UTC (Figure 5f) and the maximum rainfall outside the new mesoscale vortex weakened to
12 mm. The location of the black line AB in Figure 5 is the same as the location of the black line
AB in Figure 4a, indicating that the cross-section along the black line AB (cross-section AB) not only
passes through the mesoscale convergence line, the center of the mesoscale vortex and centers of
multiple-hour precipitation, but also passes through the main center of precipitation of this extreme
precipitation event.
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Figure 5. Horizontal flow vectors (vectors; m s−1) and maximum 30-min accumulated precipitation
(dots; mm) at (a) 14:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, (b) 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, (c) 17:30 UTC on 26 June
2015, (d) 18:30 UTC on 26 June 2015, (e) 20:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 and (f) 22:00 UTC on 26 June 2015.
The gray shading shows the elevation of the terrain above 3 km.

4.2. Occurrence and Development of Convection

The topography, convergence of airflow and the low-level mesoscale vortex in the valley were all
essential in the formation of the extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley. This section analyzes the
formation of the extreme precipitation event using the simulation data for the cross-sections along the
black lines AB and CD in Figure 5.

We analyzed the evolution of the vertical motion of the cross-section along the black line CD
in Figure 5 (cross-section CD) (43.1–43.9◦ N, 80.4◦ E) (Figure 6). The low-level northerly wind was
lifted on the windward slope in the center of the Ili Valley at 14:00 UTC on 26 June (Figure 6a) and
converged with the southerly wind, resulting in strong upward motion and precipitation. Affected
by the southerly winds at mid- and high-level, the ascending motion tilted northward at 15:00 UTC
(Figure 6b), causing a relatively strong ascending motion at heights of 6–8 km near (43.6◦ N, 80.4◦ E)
(the intersection of cross-sections AB and CD in Figure 5, indicated by the black line in Figure 6). The
vertical motion at the lower levels of the northern slope of the mountain became a sinking motion and
the amount of precipitation decreased.
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Figure 6. Cross-sections of the vertical velocity (shaded; m s−1) and flow vectors (black vectors; m s−1;
wind component along the cross-section and the 10 times vertical velocity) along the black line CD in
Figure 5 at (a) 14:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 and (b) 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015. The green lines show
the 30-min accumulated precipitation and the white shadings at the bottom of the figures denote the
terrain. The black line shows the intersection with the cross-section along the black line AB in Figure 5.

We then analyzed the evolution of the vertical motion of the cross-section AB in Figure 5 (43.6◦ N,
79◦ E–85◦ E) (Figure 7). In addition to the effect of the low-level mesoscale convergence line, the
ascending motion over the windward slope of the uplifted terrain near 80.5◦ E was enhanced by the
terrain at 15:00 UTC on June 26 (Figure 7a). There was also a relatively strong ascending motion at
heights of 6–8 km. This mid- to high-level ascending motion was the result of the tilted development
of the ascending motion caused by terrain uplift and the convergence of airflows (Figure 6b). There
was also a clear wave signal in the upper troposphere at heights of 9.5–11.5 km (hereafter referred
to as upper level waves). The mid-level ascending motion near 80.4◦ E merged with the low-level
ascending motion near the uplifted terrain at 16:00 UTC (Figure 7b), triggering new convection and
precipitation. The convection developed rapidly at 17:30 UTC (Figure 7c), accompanied by relatively
strong precipitation, as a result of strong convection instability and the abundant water vapor [20].

Strong convection is an important cause of gravity waves, which have been confirmed in many
observational and simulation studies [36,92–94]. Therefore, in addition to the existence of upper
level waves, low-level waves were excited at heights of 2–6 km after convection had been triggered.
The cross-section AB passed through the center of the low-level mesoscale vortex, and therefore the
ascending phase of the low-level waves was combined with effect of the low-level mesoscale vortex
(Figure 7c, red triangle), causing the development of strong convection and intense precipitation. The
convective system moved eastward into Gongliu County at 18:30 UTC (Figure 7d) and merged with
the ascending phase of the upper level waves at heights of 8.5–11.5 km, forming extremely strong
convection from low to upper levels. The combination of extremely strong convection and the low-level
mesoscale vortex (Figure 7d, red triangle) intensified the precipitation further, although the low-level
waves had almost weakened and disappeared at this time. The convection and precipitation continued
to move slowly eastward within Gongliu County at 20:00 UTC (Figure 7e), but was slightly weakened.
The low-level airflow eventually became a subsiding motion and the mid-level ascending motion was
superimposed on the subsidence phase of the upper level waves and therefore the precipitation almost
disappeared (Figure 7f).
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km converged at 15:00 UTC on 26 June (Figure 8a) and enhanced the low-level ascending motion 
near 80.5° E. Coupling of the convergence at heights of 4.2–7 km and the weak divergence at 8 km 
strengthened the mid-level ascending motion near 80.4° E. Precipitation had not yet occurred. 
Coupling of the convergence from the ground to a height of 5 km and the divergence at heights of 
5–8.4 km near 80.7° E at 16:00 UTC (Figure 8b) strengthened the ascending motion at 2–8 km, 
leading to precipitation. Coupling of convergence from the ground to 4 km and divergence at 4–7.5 
km near 81° E at 17:30 UTC (Figure 8c) strengthened the ascending motion at 2–8 km, causing 
precipitation to intensify. The coupling of convergence from the ground to a height of 6 km and 
divergence at 4–10.5 km near 82° E at 18:30 UTC (Figure 8c) strengthened the ascending motion 
from the ground to 11 km, causing precipitation to intensify further. 

Figure 7. Cross-sections of vertical velocity (shaded; m s−1) and flow vectors (black vectors; m s−1;
wind component along the cross-section and 10 times vertical velocity) along the black line AB shown
in Figure 5 at (a) 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, (b) 16:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, (c) 17:30 UTC 26 June
2015, (d) 18:30 UTC 26 June 2015, (e) 20:00 UTC 26 June 2015 and (f) 22:00 UTC 26 June 2015. The
green lines show the 30-min accumulated precipitation and the black thin solid lines denote the terrain.
UW, upper level waves; LW, low-level waves. The red triangle shows the location of the center of the
mesoscale vortex.

To better illustrate the development of ascending motion, the evolution of the wind divergence
of the cross-section AB in Figure 5 was analyzed further (Figure 8). The airflow at heights of
2.1–3 km converged at 15:00 UTC on 26 June (Figure 8a) and enhanced the low-level ascending
motion near 80.5◦ E. Coupling of the convergence at heights of 4.2–7 km and the weak divergence at
8 km strengthened the mid-level ascending motion near 80.4◦ E. Precipitation had not yet occurred.
Coupling of the convergence from the ground to a height of 5 km and the divergence at heights of
5–8.4 km near 80.7◦ E at 16:00 UTC (Figure 8b) strengthened the ascending motion at 2–8 km, leading
to precipitation. Coupling of convergence from the ground to 4 km and divergence at 4–7.5 km near
81◦ E at 17:30 UTC (Figure 8c) strengthened the ascending motion at 2–8 km, causing precipitation
to intensify. The coupling of convergence from the ground to a height of 6 km and divergence at
4–10.5 km near 82◦ E at 18:30 UTC (Figure 8c) strengthened the ascending motion from the ground to
11 km, causing precipitation to intensify further.

The low-level convergence at 15:00–16:00 UTC was mainly caused by the low-level mesoscale
convergence line in the center of the Ili Valley, whereas the low-level convergence at 17:30–18:30
UTC was mainly caused by the mesoscale vortex. The upper level waves mainly strengthened the
divergence at high levels. The high-level divergence also had an important role in the occurrence and
development of the extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley.
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Figure 8. Cross-sections of horizontal wind divergence (shaded; 10−4 s−1) and vertical velocity (lines;
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30-min accumulated precipitation and the black thin solid lines denote the terrain. The red triangle
shows the location of the center of the mesoscale vortex.

5. Analysis of the Waves

The analysis in the previous section shows that there were clear waves structures at upper and
lower levels during the development of convection and the increase in precipitation in the Ili Valley.
The waves played an important role in the occurrence and development of the extreme precipitation
event in the Ili Valley, especially in Gongliu County. What were these waves and what were their
characteristics? Why were the upper level waves maintained for a long time, while the low-level waves
quickly weakened and disappeared? Did these waves affect the development of convective through
feedback to the mean flow? These problems require further analysis to reveal the characteristics of the
waves and their impact on precipitation.

5.1. Wave Characteristics

Three wavenumber–frequency spectral analysis methods were applied to examine the wave
characteristics and identify the wave type: the power spectrum (Figures 9a and 10a); the cross-spectrum
(Figures 9b–d and 10b–d); and the wavelet cross-spectrum (Figures 9e–g and 10e–g).
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Figure 9. (a) Power spectrum of the 10 km vertical velocity along the black line AB shown in Figure 5.
The black solid lines show the phase speed ω/k. (b–d) Corresponding cross-spectra of the vertical
vorticity and horizontal divergence at 10 km along the black line AB shown in Figure 5 at 15:00 UTC on
26 June 2015: (b) phase difference (blue line), (c) coherency and (d) amplitude. The red arrows indicate
the significant peaks discussed in the text. (e–g) Wavelet cross-spectra corresponding to the horizontal
wavelength (50 km) of the vertical vorticity and horizontal divergence at 10 km along the black line AB
shown in Figure 5 at 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015: (e) phase difference (blue line), red dashed lines show
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waves during the extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley. Figure 9 shows the power spectrum 
of the vertical velocity at a height of 10 km along the cross-section AB in Figure 5. Two domains 
with exceptionally high power values were observed. One maximum was located in the 
low-frequency wavenumber area, which was consistent with earlier results [40,41]—that is, the 
wave energy was concentrated in the mean flow. The other maximum was observed in a region 
with a frequency (ω) of 0.0056–0.0137 min−1 (period 73—179 min) and a negative wavenumber (k) in 
the range 0.005–0.03 km−1 (horizontal wavelength 33–200 km). The peaks followed the lines in the 
wavenumber–frequency space corresponding to a ω/k range of −6 to −50 m s−1 with an average of 
−12 m s−1, indicating that the waves on different spatiotemporal scales propagated westward at a 
mean speed of −12 m s−1. 
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in Figure 5. Two domains with exceptionally high power values were also observed in this power 
spectrum. In addition to the mean flow, a maximum was also observed in the region with ω = 

Figure 10. (a) Power spectrum of the 4 km vertical velocity along the black line AB shown in Figure 5.
The black solid lines show the phase speed ω/k. (b–d) Cross-spectra corresponding to the vertical
vorticity and horizontal divergence at 4 km along the black line AB shown in Figure 5 at 17:30 UTC
on 26 June 2015: (b) phase difference (blue line), (c) coherency and (d) amplitude. The red arrows
emphasize the significant peaks discussed in the text. (e–g) Wavelet cross-spectra corresponding to
the horizontal wavelength (85 km) of the vertical vorticity and horizontal divergence at 4 km along
the black line AB shown in Figure 5 at 17:30 UTC on 26 June 2015: (e) phase difference (blue line), red
dashed lines show ±90◦, (f) coherency and (g) amplitude.
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5.1.1. Fourier Analysis

Fourier analysis is one of the most important methods used to analyze the characteristics of
atmospheric waves [34,41]. Fourier analysis can convert a physical quantity, such as the vertical
velocity, from a two-dimensional spatiotemporal field to a two-dimensional wavenumber–frequency
field and show the characteristics of the waves through their power spectrum. We used Fourier analysis
to transform the vertical velocity over the Ili Valley. Based on the simulation data of the consecutive
six-hour intervals, Figures 9 and 10 provide a preliminary understanding of the mean characteristics
(e.g., the period and horizontal wavelength) of the upper and lower level waves during the extreme
precipitation event in the Ili Valley. Figure 9 shows the power spectrum of the vertical velocity at a
height of 10 km along the cross-section AB in Figure 5. Two domains with exceptionally high power
values were observed. One maximum was located in the low-frequency wavenumber area, which was
consistent with earlier results [40,41]—that is, the wave energy was concentrated in the mean flow. The
other maximum was observed in a region with a frequency (ω) of 0.0056–0.0137 min−1 (period 73—179
min) and a negative wavenumber (k) in the range 0.005–0.03 km−1 (horizontal wavelength 33–200 km).
The peaks followed the lines in the wavenumber–frequency space corresponding to a ω/k range of
−6 to −50 m s−1 with an average of −12 m s−1, indicating that the waves on different spatiotemporal
scales propagated westward at a mean speed of −12 m s−1.

Figure 10 shows the power spectrum of the vertical velocity at 4 km along the cross-section AB
in Figure 5. Two domains with exceptionally high power values were also observed in this power
spectrum. In addition to the mean flow, a maximum was also observed in the region with ω =

0.005–0.0137 min−1 (period 73—200 min) and a positive k of 0.01–0.03 km−1 (horizontal wavelength
33–100 km). The peaks followed the lines in the wavenumber–frequency space that corresponded to
a ω/k range of 5–15 m s−1 with a mean of 8 m s−1, indicating that waves on different spatiotemporal
scales propagated eastward at a mean speed of 8 m s−1.

The positive wavenumber corresponds to an eastward-propagating wave signal and the negative
wavenumber corresponds to a westward-propagating wave signal. During the extreme precipitation
event in the Ili Valley, the high-level waves with a period of 73–179 min and a horizontal wavelength of
33–200 km propagated westward at a mean speed of −12 m s−1 and the low-level waves with a period
of 73–200 min and a horizontal wavelength of 33–100 km propagated eastward at a mean speed of 8 m
s−1.

5.1.2. Cross-Spectrum Analysis

The previous subsection has shown that the power spectra with significant spectral peaks indicated
there were prominent waves during the extreme precipitation event and the characteristics of these
waves were in the general range of inertial gravity waves. However, whether these waves were inertial
gravity waves requires further verification.

The traditional cross-spectrum method can determine the phase difference relationship between
two different sequences and is therefore an effective method to extract inertial gravity waves using
cross-spectrum analysis and polarization theory. Based on the polarization theory of inertial gravity
waves, the phase difference between the vertical vorticity and the horizontal divergence of 90◦ is an
essential characteristic. When the waves propagated eastward, the vertical vorticity lags 90◦ behind
the horizontal divergence, whereas when the waves propagated westward, the vertical vorticity
leads 90◦ by the horizontal divergence. Figure 9b–d show the cross-phase, coherency and amplitude
spectra, respectively, of the vertical vorticity and horizontal divergence at a height of 10 km along
the cross-section AB in Figure 5 using the traditional cross-spectrum method. Waves with distinct
wavenumbers of 0.018–0.02 and 0.044 km−1, corresponding to horizontal wavelengths of about 50–55
and 23 km, respectively, were selected because they each displayed phase differences of about 90◦,
high coherency and a large amplitude (shown by the red arrows in the figures), indicating that the
upper level waves with these wavenumbers were significant inertial gravity waves. Among them, the
wavenumbers of 0.018–0.02 km−1 belonged to the spectral peaks of the power spectrum of the upper
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level waves (wavenumbers 0.005–0.03 km−1) obtained in the previous subsection, indicating that the
upper level inertial gravity waves with horizontal wavelengths of about 50–55 km were the primary
upper level waves during the extreme precipitation event.

Figure 10b–d show the cross-phase, coherency and amplitude spectra, respectively, of the vertical
vorticity and horizontal divergence at a height of 4 km along the cross-section AB in Figure 5 using the
traditional cross-spectrum method. Waves with distinct wavenumbers of 0.012 km−1, corresponding
to horizontal wavelengths of about 85 km, was selected because it showed phase differences of about
−90◦, high coherency and a large amplitude (shown by the red arrow in the figures), indicating that
the low-level waves with this wavenumber were significant inertial gravity waves. In addition, the
wavenumber of 0.012 km−1 belonged to the spectral peaks of the power spectrum of the low-level
waves (wavenumber 0.01–0.03 km−1) obtained in the previous subsection, indicating that the lower
level inertial gravity waves with a horizontal wavelength of about 85 km were the primary low-level
waves during the extreme precipitation event.

5.1.3. Wavelet Cross-Spectrum Analysis

Traditional cross-spectrum analysis based on the Fourier method can prove the existence of
inertial gravity waves and their corresponding frequencies, but cannot distinguish the specific
spatiotemporal information about the inertial gravity waves. Wavelet cross-spectrum analysis performs
a one-dimensional continuous wavelet transformation on physical quantities and therefore obtains
information such as the phase difference [95]. Therefore, in contrast with traditional cross-spectrum
analysis, wavelet cross-spectrum analysis can not only determine the wave frequency and wave
number, but also provide the time and location of waves.

Based on the wave information in the previous subsection, the spatial variations in the cross-phase,
coherency and amplitude spectra of the waves with a horizontal wavelength of 50 km were computed
from the wavelet cross-spectrum for vertical vorticity and horizontal divergence at a height of 10 km
along the cross-section AB in Figure 5 (Figure 9d–f). The Gaussian wave was selected as the basic wave.
A wide spatial range (79–85◦ E) with a phase difference of about 90◦, a strong coherency near 1 and
the maximum cross-amplitude indicates that a significant inertial gravity wave with a strong wave
energy propagated westward at a height of 10 km in the area 79–85◦ E. This result is consistent with
the location of the upper level waves shown in Figure 7a.

Similarly, the spatial variations in the cross-phase, coherency and amplitude spectra of the
waves with a horizontal wavelength of 85 km were computed from the wavelet cross-spectrum for
vertical vorticity and horizontal divergence at a height of 4 km along the cross-section AB in Figure 5
(Figure 10d–f). A wide spatial range (81–83.5◦ E) with a phase difference of about −90◦, a strong
coherency near 1 and a relatively large cross-amplitude indicates that significant inertial gravity waves
with a relatively strong wave energy propagated eastward at a height of 4 km in the area 81–83.5◦ E.
This result is consistent with the location of the low-level waves shown in Figure 7c.

5.2. Wave Ducting

The analysis in Section 4.2 showed that the upper level waves in the Ili Valley persisted for a
long time, whereas the low-level waves quickly dissipated. This section focuses on the analysis of
the conditions for the propagation of inertial gravity waves, especially the difference between the
conditions for the propagation of upper and lower level inertial gravity waves.

Inertial gravity waves tend to propagate freely in the vertical direction with a loss of wave
energy, rather than propagating in the horizontal direction. Thus the stable and long-term horizontal
propagation of inertial gravity waves generally requires the existence of critical levels and wave ducting.
The critical level is the level when the horizontal wind equals to the projection on this direction’s
wave horizontal phase speed. Wave ducting occurs when a statically or conditionally stable layer
with sufficiently thick stratification is present with a stable critical level above [96]. When the stable
layer is combined with the critical level, it is difficult for the wave energy to dissipate in the vertical
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direction, and the waves can extract the energy of the mean flow in the critical level and affect the life
history of the wave [38,39,96]. The Richardson number (Ri) can be used to characterize the stability of
the atmosphere, where Ri < 1 represents symmetrical instability, Ri < 0.25 represents shear instability
and Ri < 0 represents stratification instability [46,47,97,98]. Waves can extract energy from the shear
instability area of the mean flow and then develop further.

Figure 11a shows that the upper atmosphere was basically stable (Ri > 0.25) at 15:00 UTC on
June 26, which favored the horizontal propagation of upper level waves in the Ili Valley. There was
an area with Ri < 0.25 at 9–12.6 km, which provided unstable shear energy for the maintenance and
development of upper level inertial gravity waves. The layers above the upper level inertial gravity
waves had a horizontal wind speed of −12 m s−1, consistent with the mean phase speed of the upper
level inertial gravity waves calculated in Section 5.1. Therefore, there were critical levels above the
upper level inertial gravity waves, and they tend to trap vertical wave propagation. The upper level
inertial gravity waves tend to extract energy from the mean flow.
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in Figure 5 at (a) 15:00 UTC on 26 June 2015 (the brown line shows the wind speed of 12 m s−1) and
(b) 17:30 UTC on 26 June 2015 (the brown line shows the wind speed of 8 m s−1). The blue lines show
the level at which vertical wind shear is 6×10−3 s−1. The green lines show the 30-min accumulated
precipitation and the black thin solid lines denote the terrain.

Ding [93] showed that strong vertical wind shear can hinder the upward transport of gravity
waves and reduce the dissipation of gravity wave energy. Figure 11a shows that the upper level inertial
gravity waves in the easterly wind layers were coupled with the upper level westerly jet to provide
strong vertical wind shear. Therefore the upper level inertial gravity waves in the Ili Valley were below
layers of strong vertical shear, which favors the maintenance and horizontal propagation of waves.

These results show that upper level inertial gravity waves in the Ili Valley were present in the
stable layer below the critical level during the extreme precipitation event and that there was strong
vertical wind shear. This indicates that the upper level inertial gravity waves were not easy to dissipate
in the vertical direction via wave ducting and were able to extract energy from the mean flow. Thus
the upper level inertial gravity waves tended to maintain for a long time and propagated over a
long distance.

Figure 11b shows that the low-level atmosphere was basically stable (Ri > 0.25) at 17:30 UTC on
26 June, which favored the horizontal propagation of upper level waves in the Ili Valley. As shown in
Section 5.1, the mean phase speed of the lower level inertial gravity waves was 8 m s−1, indicating that
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there was no critical level above the lower level inertial gravity waves. Thus, unlike the upper level
inertial gravity waves, there was no critical level, shear unstable energy area nor strong vertical wind
shear layer coupled with the lower level inertial gravity waves. The lower level inertial gravity waves
tended to propagate vertically and dissipate their wave energy under these wave ducting conditions,
with the result that the lower level inertial gravity waves tended to maintain for a short time and
propagate over a short distance. However, it is necessary to note that ducting of gravity waves depends
not only on the existence of critical level, but on vertical distribution of static stability or profile of
buoyancy frequency. The ducting may arise in the troposphere even in the absence of critical level.

5.3. Wave Energy

The mesoscale three-dimensional Eliassen–Palm flux under a non-hydrostatic and non-geostrophic
assumption can indicate the propagation direction of inertial gravity wave energy and the Eliassen–Palm
flux divergence can affect the intensity of the atmospheric mean flow [84]. We used Eliassen–Palm flux
theory to analyze the propagation of energy and the feedback mechanism of inertial gravity waves to
the background atmosphere during the extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley. Previous studies
have shown that the mean flow is provided by a moving average of time [69–72,74]. According to the
energy spectrum in Section 5.1.1, the upper level waves have a period of 73-179 min, the maximum
wave energy occurred at 90 min (0.0111 min-1) (Figure 9a); and the low level waves have a period of
73–200 min, the maximum wave energy occurred at 90–120 min (0.0083–0.0111 min-1) (Figure 10a). In
this study, 90 min is selected as the time-moving average. We were also concerned with the 120-min
results (not shown), that were basically consistent with the 90-min results.

Figure 12a shows the longitude–height cross-section of the Eliassen–Palm flux
⇀
F1 and the

Eliassen–Palm flux divergence ∇ ·
⇀
F1 during the mature stages of the extreme precipitation event.

⇀
F1 = (F11, F12, F13) is the zonal component of the Eliassen–Palm flux. The expressions derived from
Liu et al. [84] are given by:

F11 = u′2 − S, F12 = u ′ v ′, F13 = u ′ w ′ − f
v ′ θ ′

N2

g

θ
,

where S =
[
u′2 + v′2 + w′2 −

(
θ
′2g2
)
/
(
N2θ

2
)]

/2 is the difference between the kinetic and potential

energy; N2 =
(
∂θ/∂z

)(
g/θ
)

is the Brunt–Vaisala frequency squared; u, v and w are the zonal,
meridional and vertical velocities, respectively; θ is the potential temperature; and f is the Coriolis
parameter. The variables are separated into the time mean (¯) and the deviation from the time mean (′).

The Eliassen–Palm flux divergence is given by ∇ ·
⇀
F1 = (∂F11/∂x) + (∂F12/∂y) + (∂F13/∂z).

Figure 12a shows that the lower level Eliassen–Palm flux to the west of the convection (precipitation)
center (81.2–81.8◦ E) indicates that the wave energy was transported upward to the east, whereas
the lower level Eliassen–Palm flux to the east of the convection (precipitation) center (81.8–82.0◦ E)
indicates that the wave energy was strongly transported downward to the ground and then transported
to the east, which favored the generation, development and movement of convection. The upper level
wave energy was also transported downward into the convection (precipitation) center. A positive
Eliassen–Palm flux divergence weakened the intensity of the mean flow and a negative Eliassen–Palm
flux divergence enhanced the intensity of the mean flow [84]. The Eliassen–Palm flux divergence can
therefore change the distribution of the environmental wind field, which can enhance the vertical wind
shear or change the distribution of horizontal divergence.
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Figure 12. Cross-sections of (a) the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence (shading; 10−3 m s−2) and
Eliassen–Palm flux (vectors; m2 s−2, 10 times zonal component and 100 times vertical component)
and (b) the change in divergence (shading; 10−3 s−1), (c)∂F11/∂x (shading; 10−3 m s−2), (d)∂F12/∂y
(shading; 10−3 m s−2) and (e) ∂F13/∂z (shading; 10−3 m s−2) along the black line AB shown in Figure 5
from 17:30 to 19:00 UTC on 26 June 2015. The green line shows the accumulated precipitation from
17:30 to 19:00 UTC on 26 June 2015, the brown line shows the accumulated precipitation from 19:00 to
20:30 UTC on 26 June 2015 and the white shading denotes the terrain.

The Eliassen–Palm flux divergence at mid-levels in the convection (precipitation) center was
mainly negative, indicating that the wave energy was mainly convergent. The westerly wind was
therefore strengthened. By contrast, the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence at mid-levels in the east of the
convection (precipitation) center was mainly positive, indicating that the wave energy was mainly
divergent, which caused the westerly wind to weaken. The strongest Eliassen–Palm flux divergence at
low levels of the convection (precipitation) center showed that the westerly wind in the convection
(precipitation) center weakened significantly. The lower level Eliassen–Palm flux showed that the
strongest Eliassen–Palm flux divergence was in the convection (precipitation) center—that is, the
westerly wind in the center of convection (precipitation) weakened significantly. This suggests that,
from west to east of the convection (precipitation) center, the transport of wave energy allowed the
mid-level westerly wind to first strengthen and then weaken and the low-level westerly wind to
strongly weaken in the convection (precipitation) center. This favored strengthening of the wind
convergence of the mid- and lower levels of the convection (precipitation) center and strengthened the
wind divergence of the mid-level to the east of the convection (precipitation) center.

The Eliassen–Palm flux divergence at heights of 9.5–12.5 km mainly alternated between positive
and negative, indicating there was almost no acceleration or deceleration [38]. The Eliassen–Palm
flux divergence—that is, the weakening of the westerly wind—at heights of 9.5–10.5 km above the
west of the convection (precipitation) center (81.2–81.8◦ E) was conducive to enhancing upper level
wind divergence in this area. The Eliassen–Palm flux convergence at heights of 10.5–11.5 km—that
is, the strengthening of the westerly wind—was conducive to strengthening the vertical wind shear,
which favored the maintenance of waves. Similarly, in the east of the convection (precipitation)
center (82.0–82.5◦ E), the low-level Eliassen–Palm flux divergence was negative and the mid-level
Eliassen–Palm flux divergence was positive. It favored strengthening of the low-level wind convergence
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and the mid-level wind divergence, thereby favoring the enhancement of the subsequent convection
and precipitation. Figure 12a shows that precipitation subsequently did appear in this area.

Figure 12b also shows that the low-level wind convergence and the mid- to high-level wind
divergence of the convection (precipitation) center (81.5–82.0◦ E) did be strengthened during this period.
In the west of the convection (precipitation) center, the area where the low-level wind divergence
and the mid-level wind convergence were strengthened (81.0–81.5◦ E) corresponds to the area with
relatively strong precipitation.

To further study the cause of the variation in the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence, we disassembled
the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence into three parts, where the zonal component is ∂F11/∂x (Figure 12c),
the meridional component is ∂F12/∂y (Figure 12d) and the vertical component is ∂F13/∂z (Figure 12e).

∂F11/∂x represents the zonal transport of the zonal momentum (u′2) and the difference between the
disturbance kinetic energy and the disturbance potential energy (S), ∂F12/∂y represents the meridional
transport of zonal momentum, and ∂F13/∂z represents the vertical transport of zonal momentum and
the meridional transport of the heat flux.

It can be seen that the zonal component ∂F11/∂x, the meridional component ∂F12/∂y and the
vertical component ∂F13/∂z had same order of magnitude, which means they all had an effect
on the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence, but the contribution of the zonal component ∂F11/∂x was
relatively small. Comparing the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence (Figure 12a) and the components of the
Eliassen–Palm flux divergence (Figure 12c–e), ∂F12/∂y near the center of convection (precipitation)
made the greatest contribution to the mid-level Eliassen–Palm flux divergence; the lower level
Eliassen–Palm flux divergence was most affected by ∂F13/∂z; and the upper level Eliassen–Palm
flux divergence was most affected by ∂F13/∂z. In addition, the mid- and lower level Eliassen–Palm
flux divergence in the center area of the subsequent precipitation was more significantly affected by
∂F13/∂z.

Based on the analysis in Section 4.2, the ascending phase of the inertial gravity waves, including
the lower level waves excited by convection, can enhance convection. Wind divergence also played an
important role in the occurrence and development of the extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley.
We found that inertial gravity waves can also feed back to the mean flow through the transport of wave
energy and affect the distribution of wind divergence in the convection. The inertial gravity waves
strengthened the mid- and lower level wind convergence and the mid- and upper-level wind divergence,
playing an important part in the maintenance and development of convection and precipitation in the
Ili Valley. The inertial gravity waves mainly presented positive feedback to the environmental field
through the meridional and vertical transport of the zonal momentum and the meridional transport
of heat.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

A numerical experiment was conducted using the WRF model to simulate an extreme precipitation
event that occurred in the Ili Valley on 26 June 2015. This extreme precipitation event had the
characteristics of a strong intensity of precipitation, a concentrated period of rainfall and strong locality.
The center of precipitation was in Gongliu County. Observational data and high-resolution numerical
simulation results were used to investigate the mechanisms of the occurrence and development of this
extreme precipitation event. The major findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) Our analysis of the circulation based on the observational dataset indicates that there were two
stable and slow-moving Central Asian vortices at mid- and lower levels. Affected by both the
vortices and the topography, the Ili Valley is mainly controlled by southeasterly winds at 500 hPa;
the northerly airflow converges with the westerly winds in the valley at 700 hPa and sufficient
water vapor accumulates in the valley at lower levels.

(2) Based on the WRF simulation, the low-level northerly winds and the westerly winds in the
valley formed a mesoscale convergence line in the center of the Ili Valley. A mesoscale vortex
formed and developed on the low-level convergence line and the rainfall was distributed near
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either the convergence line or the mesoscale vortex. The low-level mesoscale convergence line
combined with the uplift effect of the upwind slope of the terrain in the center of the Ili Valley to
form an ascending motion at lower levels. There was also a relatively strong ascending motion
at mid- and high levels as a result of the tilted development of ascending motion caused by
terrain uplift and airflow convergence. Convection was triggered and developed rapidly when
these two ascending motions were combined and therefore lower level inertial gravity waves
were excited. The ascending position of the lower level inertial gravity waves coupled with the
convergence of the lower level mesoscale vortex center led to the development of convection
and an increase in precipitation. The convection moved eastward to Gongliu County and was
vertically coupled with the ascending phase of the upper level inertial gravity waves, which
allowed strong convection to develop and the rainfall to significantly intensify.

(3) Spectral analysis methods were used to explore the characteristics of the waves and to identify
the wave types. Based on the spectral analysis methods, the upper level waves with horizontal
wavelengths of 50–55 km and periods of 73–179 min were mainly located at 79–85◦ E. The
upper level waves propagated westward with a mean wave speed of −12 m s−1 and satisfied
the polarization relationship of the westward inertial gravity waves. The upper level inertial
gravity waves persisted for a long time and propagated a long distance because of the relatively
more favorable waveguide conditions with the critical levels, the strong vertical wind shear and
unstable shear energy. The lower level waves with a horizontal wavelength of 85 km and a period
of 73–200 min were mainly located at 81–83.5◦ E. The lower level waves propagated eastward
with a mean wave speed of 8 m s−1 and satisfied the polarization relationship of eastward inertial
gravity waves. The lower level inertial gravity waves were only maintained for a short time
and only propagated over a short distance because of the relatively less favorable waveguide
conditions without the critical levels, the strong vertical wind shear and unstable shear energy.

(4) Based on mesoscale Eliassen–Palm flux theory, the inertial gravity waves can feed back to the
mean flow through the transport of wave energy and affect the intensity of the mean wind,
enhancing lower and mid-level wind convergence and the mid- and upper level wind divergence.
This favors the maintenance and development of convection and precipitation. The mid-level of
the convection center was dominated by the meridional transport of zonal momentum, whereas
the upper and lower levels of the convection center were dominated by the vertical transport of
zonal momentum and the meridional transport of heat.

We analyzed and simulated an extreme precipitation event in the Ili Valley, Xinjiang, investigating
the possible physical mechanisms leading to this extreme event. We showed that orographic
precipitation in the Ili Valley may be affected by the mesoscale convergence line, the mesoscale
vortex and inertial gravity waves. We carried out a study of the respective roles and relationships
between the topography, strong convection and inertial gravity waves in this extreme precipitation
event and found that inertial gravity waves were crucial in its development. There have been few
previous studies of gravity waves related to precipitation in Xinjiang, and we therefore focused on
these waves.

However, there are still some problems in this study. For example, because the local convection
and related gravity waves are difficult to reproduce in a mesoscale model [39,99], we used a late start
time to simulate the extreme precipitation event and therefore the source of upper level wave could not
be explored. There have been some studies that can optimize simulation. For example, Lund et al. [100]
described a method for producing a realistic turbulent boundary layer. Spalart et al. [101] presented
a new version of detached-eddy simulation in thin boundary layers that is resistant to ambiguous
grid densities. In addition, Caccamo et al. [102] investigated the impact of different grid spacing and
geographic data on the performance of forecasts over complex orographic areas. Castorina et al. [103]
performed the optimization of the physical parametrizations of the Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model. Based on these studies, the resolution of the simulation can be improved and simulation
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results can be optimized in the further work. Furthermore, the thermal mechanism in conjunction with
the complex terrain of the Ili Valley will be discussed in depth in future work.
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